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• Abstract (300 words):
Our Built Heritage can be understood as a filter through which the significance of history is passed – as now becomes then, the everyday becomes memory, what of our built surroundings do we retain and read, or what is left to decay or lose? When policymakers or communities choose to remember, do they preserve historic architectural evidence as a form of cherished redundancy, or actively participate in the physical traces of previous activity and identity? Is our cultural identity founded on what we no longer do, or what we continue to achieve? With conservation used as a mask for national identity and a masque for neoliberal spectacle, we can return to William Morris to reinvest our work on architectural heritage with an alternative, inclusive political agenda. Morris’s vision of ‘intrinsic heritage’ teaches important lessons on how we frame history within contemporary production, articulating the tension between the conservation of
built fabric and the conservation of social fabric. Repair has cultural value and community benefit through the manner, purpose and skill of its making. For Morris scraping clean, conjectural ‘restoration’ and the inappropriate redevelopment of buildings were symptomatic of repressive political agendas. Morris saw the consequences of the ‘spectacle’ almost a century before Guy Debord.

I show, through Morris, that the oppressive processes of modernity are not challenged through the removal of the materiality of history but by the continued and persistent relevance of our historic environment. If heritage is stripped of its usefulness it becomes absorbed into the spectacle of capital, emptied of relevance and meaning. If ongoing repair, maintenance and active reuse, with craft production tied intelligently into modern processes, then heritage is a means of authenticating our social life and continue to be a place in which we dwell, not merely a space that we occupy.
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